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1. Report Narrative
Quantum Spatial, Inc. established accurate LiDAR trajectory coordinates for the Racine County

area flown at 1700 meters above mean terrain. The information allows

position the LiDAR imagery with minimal ground control and maintain the standards published

by the Federal Geographic Data Committee. In conjunction with the AirBorne Global Positioning

and Inertial Measuring System (ABGPS/IMU), 223 g

established to validate the accuracy of the LiDAR data.

Airborne GPS/IMU surveys were completed on March 18, 2010 during the acquisition of the

imagery. Ground control surveys were completed in two different time p

was performed between March 30, 2010 and March 17, 2011. The second survey was

performed between February 11

General Outline

 GPS equipment utilized for project.
o GPS measurements used Wild/Leica

checkpoint surveys. The Wild/Leica System 500’s are dual frequency, multi

channeled receivers.

o GPS equipment used to facilitate the airborne GPS processing (i.e. that were

incorporated into the ABGPS adjustment)

downloaded through the Wisconsin Department of Transportation Continuously

Operating Reference Stations (WISCORS) web site.

o The aircraft used two Applanix AV

units to receive and track

code (or encrypted Y

measurement unit data.

 Conditions Affecting Progress.

o None.
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Report Narrative
Quantum Spatial, Inc. established accurate LiDAR trajectory coordinates for the Racine County

area flown at 1700 meters above mean terrain. The information allows photogrammetrists to

position the LiDAR imagery with minimal ground control and maintain the standards published

by the Federal Geographic Data Committee. In conjunction with the AirBorne Global Positioning

and Inertial Measuring System (ABGPS/IMU), 223 ground control points (checkpoints) were

established to validate the accuracy of the LiDAR data.

Airborne GPS/IMU surveys were completed on March 18, 2010 during the acquisition of the

imagery. Ground control surveys were completed in two different time periods. The first survey

was performed between March 30, 2010 and March 17, 2011. The second survey was

performed between February 11th, 2013 and February 15th 2013.

GPS equipment utilized for project.
GPS measurements used Wild/Leica System 500 receivers to support the ground

checkpoint surveys. The Wild/Leica System 500’s are dual frequency, multi

channeled receivers.

GPS equipment used to facilitate the airborne GPS processing (i.e. that were

incorporated into the ABGPS adjustment) included Trimble receivers as

downloaded through the Wisconsin Department of Transportation Continuously

Operating Reference Stations (WISCORS) web site.

The aircraft used two Applanix AV-510 (version VER5, s/n 2679 and s/n 2885)

units to receive and track the L1 C/A-code, L1 and L2 carrier phase, and L2 P

code (or encrypted Y-code) of up to 12 GPS satellites and to record the inertial

measurement unit data.

Conditions Affecting Progress.
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Quantum Spatial, Inc. established accurate LiDAR trajectory coordinates for the Racine County

photogrammetrists to

position the LiDAR imagery with minimal ground control and maintain the standards published

by the Federal Geographic Data Committee. In conjunction with the AirBorne Global Positioning

round control points (checkpoints) were

Airborne GPS/IMU surveys were completed on March 18, 2010 during the acquisition of the

eriods. The first survey

was performed between March 30, 2010 and March 17, 2011. The second survey was

System 500 receivers to support the ground

checkpoint surveys. The Wild/Leica System 500’s are dual frequency, multi-

GPS equipment used to facilitate the airborne GPS processing (i.e. that were

included Trimble receivers as

downloaded through the Wisconsin Department of Transportation Continuously

510 (version VER5, s/n 2679 and s/n 2885)

code, L1 and L2 carrier phase, and L2 P-

code) of up to 12 GPS satellites and to record the inertial



2. Ground Control Station Descriptions

2.1 Horizontal and Vertical Control

March 30th, 2010 to March 17

Base horizontal control for the first check point survey consisted of two NGS First Order stations:

CALEDONIA W GPS, and YORKVILLE E GPS

and eleven SEWRPC Third Order, Class 1 section corner stations:

N5-4-20, S25-3-21, S28-4-23, SE20

Horizontal control is referenced to

based on the North American Datum of 1927 (NAD27). Final coordinates are published in US

Survey Feet.

Base vertical control for the first check point survey consisted of three NGS Second Order,

1 stations: BEAUMONT, CALEDONIA W GPS

Second Order, Class 2 section corner stations:

S28-4-23, SE20-4-22, SE20-2-19

GEOID09 was applied to the derived ellipsoid heights (modified from NGVD29 elevations) that

approximate the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929.

Vertical control is based on the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD29).

February 11th, 2013 to February 15

Base horizontal control for the second check point survey consisted of two NGS First Order

stations: RAYMOND S GPS, and

DOT AC; and nine SEWRPC Third Order, Class 1 section corner stations:

SE23-4-21, SE3-4-20, SE36-4-20, SE9

Horizontal control is referenced to the Wisconsin State Plane Coordinate System

based on the North American Datum of 1927 (NAD27). Final coordinates are published in US

Survey Feet.

Base vertical control for the second check point survey consisted of two NGS Second Order,

Class I stations: CALEDONIA W GPS,

class 2 section corner station S8

and SW4-4-21 . The NGS Geoid Model GEOID09 was applied to the derived ellipsoid heights
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Control Station Descriptions

Horizontal and Vertical Control

, 2010 to March 17th, 2011 Survey

Base horizontal control for the first check point survey consisted of two NGS First Order stations:

YORKVILLE E GPS; one NGS Third Order station:

and eleven SEWRPC Third Order, Class 1 section corner stations: C2-4-22

SE20-4-22, SE20-2-19, SE33-3-20, SE34-5-21

Horizontal control is referenced to the Wisconsin State Plane Coordinate System

based on the North American Datum of 1927 (NAD27). Final coordinates are published in US

Base vertical control for the first check point survey consisted of three NGS Second Order,

CALEDONIA W GPS, and YORKVILLE E GPS; and eleven SEWRPC

Second Order, Class 2 section corner stations: C2-4-22, C36-3-22, N5-4-19

19, SE33-3-20, SE34-5-21, and W6-3-19. The NGS

GEOID09 was applied to the derived ellipsoid heights (modified from NGVD29 elevations) that

approximate the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929.

Vertical control is based on the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD29).

, 2013 to February 15th, 2013 Survey

Base horizontal control for the second check point survey consisted of two NGS First Order

and CALENDONIA W GPS; one SEWRPC Third Order Station

; and nine SEWRPC Third Order, Class 1 section corner stations:

20, SE9-4-20, SW13-4-22, SW4-4-21, and SW7

Horizontal control is referenced to the Wisconsin State Plane Coordinate System

based on the North American Datum of 1927 (NAD27). Final coordinates are published in US

Base vertical control for the second check point survey consisted of two NGS Second Order,

CALEDONIA W GPS, and RAYMOND S GPS; seven SEWRPC Second Order,

S8-4-21, SE23-3-21, SE23-4-21, SE3-4-20, SE9

. The NGS Geoid Model GEOID09 was applied to the derived ellipsoid heights
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Base horizontal control for the first check point survey consisted of two NGS First Order stations:

; one NGS Third Order station: BEAUMONT;

22, C36-3-22, N5-4-19,

21, and W6-3-19.

the Wisconsin State Plane Coordinate System – South Zone,

based on the North American Datum of 1927 (NAD27). Final coordinates are published in US

Base vertical control for the first check point survey consisted of three NGS Second Order, Class

; and eleven SEWRPC

19, N5-4-20, S25-3-21,

. The NGS Geoid Model

GEOID09 was applied to the derived ellipsoid heights (modified from NGVD29 elevations) that

Vertical control is based on the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD29).

Base horizontal control for the second check point survey consisted of two NGS First Order

; one SEWRPC Third Order Station

; and nine SEWRPC Third Order, Class 1 section corner stations: S8-4-21, SE23-3-21,

21, and SW7-3-21.

Horizontal control is referenced to the Wisconsin State Plane Coordinate System – South Zone,

based on the North American Datum of 1927 (NAD27). Final coordinates are published in US

Base vertical control for the second check point survey consisted of two NGS Second Order,

SEWRPC Second Order,

20, SE9-4-20, SW13-4-22,

. The NGS Geoid Model GEOID09 was applied to the derived ellipsoid heights



(modified from NGVD29 elevations) that approximate th

1929.

Final coordinates are transformed and projected to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone

16N meters, based on the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83), and the vertical datum used

was North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88) US Survey Feet.

Base horizontal and vertical control for the Airborne GPS surveys consisted of three WISCORS
stations: KEHA, SHAN, and SIWI

NGS recovery sheets are located in

2.2 Ground Computations

GPS data was collected using a combination of
methods using the above listed control stations as control stations. GPS measurement
reduction was done in two stages. Initial computations were done with LEICA Geo Office (LGO),
version 4.0. LGO permits the conversion of raw satel
meaningful coordinate difference between points (baseline solutions). Once the baseline
solutions were determined, they were input into the GeoSurv
(Geolab version 2.4d).

2.3 Airborne GPS/IMU Computations

Airborne GPS

The carrier phase ambiguity resolution on the fly, without initialization, process was used to

determine the airborne positions. This solution achieved a sub

without the operational constraint

positioning.

The processing technique used by Applanix, Inc. for achieving the desired accuracy is Kinematic

Ambiguity Resolution (KAR). KAR searches for ambiguities and uses a special met

evaluate the relative quality of each intersection (RMS). A quality indicator is used to evaluate

the accuracy of the solution for each processing computation. In addition to the quality indicator,

the software will compute separation plots betwee

determine the acceptance of the airborne GPS post processing.

Inertial Data
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(modified from NGVD29 elevations) that approximate the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of

Final coordinates are transformed and projected to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone

16N meters, based on the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83), and the vertical datum used

atum of 1988 (NAVD88) US Survey Feet.

Base horizontal and vertical control for the Airborne GPS surveys consisted of three WISCORS
SIWI.

NGS recovery sheets are located in Section 2 of the Control Survey Report.

GPS data was collected using a combination of Rapid Static and RTK (Real
methods using the above listed control stations as control stations. GPS measurement
reduction was done in two stages. Initial computations were done with LEICA Geo Office (LGO),
version 4.0. LGO permits the conversion of raw satellite data collected by the receivers to a
meaningful coordinate difference between points (baseline solutions). Once the baseline
solutions were determined, they were input into the GeoSurv-GeoLab2 series of programs

GPS/IMU Computations

The carrier phase ambiguity resolution on the fly, without initialization, process was used to

determine the airborne positions. This solution achieved a sub-decimeter kinematic position

without the operational constraint of static initialization as used in semi-kinematic or stop

The processing technique used by Applanix, Inc. for achieving the desired accuracy is Kinematic

Ambiguity Resolution (KAR). KAR searches for ambiguities and uses a special met

evaluate the relative quality of each intersection (RMS). A quality indicator is used to evaluate

the accuracy of the solution for each processing computation. In addition to the quality indicator,

the software will compute separation plots between any two solutions, which will ultimately

determine the acceptance of the airborne GPS post processing.
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e National Geodetic Vertical Datum of

Final coordinates are transformed and projected to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone

16N meters, based on the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83), and the vertical datum used

Base horizontal and vertical control for the Airborne GPS surveys consisted of three WISCORS

Section 2 of the Control Survey Report.

(Real-Time Kinematic)
methods using the above listed control stations as control stations. GPS measurement
reduction was done in two stages. Initial computations were done with LEICA Geo Office (LGO),

lite data collected by the receivers to a
meaningful coordinate difference between points (baseline solutions). Once the baseline

GeoLab2 series of programs

The carrier phase ambiguity resolution on the fly, without initialization, process was used to

decimeter kinematic position

kinematic or stop-and-go

The processing technique used by Applanix, Inc. for achieving the desired accuracy is Kinematic

Ambiguity Resolution (KAR). KAR searches for ambiguities and uses a special method to

evaluate the relative quality of each intersection (RMS). A quality indicator is used to evaluate

the accuracy of the solution for each processing computation. In addition to the quality indicator,

n any two solutions, which will ultimately



The post-processing between the inertial measuring unit (IMU) and aiding sensor data (i.e.

airborne GPS post processed data) computes an

Kalman filter-based aided inertial navigation algorithm generates the optimally accurate (in the

sense of least-square error) navigation solution that retains the best characteristics of the

processed input data. An example of inertial/GPS sensor blending is the following: inertial data is

smooth in the short-term. However, a free

without bound with time. A GPS navigation solution exhibits short

are bounded. This optimally blended navigation solution will retain the best features of both, i.e.

the blended navigation solution has errors that are smooth and bounded.

The resultant processing generates the following data:

 Position: latitude, longitude, altitude with respect to a user selectable datum

 Velocity: north, east, and down components

 3-axis attitude: roll, pitch, true heading

 Acceleration: x, y, z components

 Angular rates: x, y, z components

These procedures are utilized for bot

GPS processing. The software maker is Applanix, Inc. Programs utilized are POSPac (Position

and Orientation System post-processing PACkage), POSGPS (POS Global Positioning System),

POSProc (POS post-PROCessing), and POSEO (POS Exterior Orientation), versions 4.4.

The airborne GPS and blending of inertial and GPS post

steps.

1. A PCMCIA card reader transferred the collected aircraft raw GPS data to the main

computer transferred the raw base station data. Data was saved under the project

number and an airborne sub

sub-directories were also created

2. The aircraft raw data (IMU and GPS data combined) was run through a data extractor

program. This separated the IMU and GPS data. In addition to the extracting of data, it

provided the analyst the first statistics on the overall flight. The program was P

(POS post-processing PACkage).

3. The base station and aircraft data were converted

4. Executing POSGPS program to derive accurate GPS positions for all flights:
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processing between the inertial measuring unit (IMU) and aiding sensor data (i.e.

airborne GPS post processed data) computes an optimally blended navigation solution. A

based aided inertial navigation algorithm generates the optimally accurate (in the

square error) navigation solution that retains the best characteristics of the

n example of inertial/GPS sensor blending is the following: inertial data is

term. However, a free-inertial navigation solution has errors that grow

without bound with time. A GPS navigation solution exhibits short-term noise but has

are bounded. This optimally blended navigation solution will retain the best features of both, i.e.

the blended navigation solution has errors that are smooth and bounded.

The resultant processing generates the following data:

de, longitude, altitude with respect to a user selectable datum

north, east, and down components

roll, pitch, true heading

x, y, z components

x, y, z components

These procedures are utilized for both the airborne processing and the blending of inertial and

GPS processing. The software maker is Applanix, Inc. Programs utilized are POSPac (Position

processing PACkage), POSGPS (POS Global Positioning System),

PROCessing), and POSEO (POS Exterior Orientation), versions 4.4.

The airborne GPS and blending of inertial and GPS post-processing were completed in multiple

A PCMCIA card reader transferred the collected aircraft raw GPS data to the main

uter transferred the raw base station data. Data was saved under the project

number and an airborne sub-directory. Inside the airborne sub-directory, four additional

directories were also created - EO, GPS, PROC, and RAW.

The aircraft raw data (IMU and GPS data combined) was run through a data extractor

program. This separated the IMU and GPS data. In addition to the extracting of data, it

provided the analyst the first statistics on the overall flight. The program was P

processing PACkage).

The base station and aircraft data were converted to Applanix, PosGPS data format.

Executing POSGPS program to derive accurate GPS positions for all flights:
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processing between the inertial measuring unit (IMU) and aiding sensor data (i.e.

optimally blended navigation solution. A

based aided inertial navigation algorithm generates the optimally accurate (in the

square error) navigation solution that retains the best characteristics of the

n example of inertial/GPS sensor blending is the following: inertial data is

inertial navigation solution has errors that grow

term noise but has errors that

are bounded. This optimally blended navigation solution will retain the best features of both, i.e.

de, longitude, altitude with respect to a user selectable datum

h the airborne processing and the blending of inertial and

GPS processing. The software maker is Applanix, Inc. Programs utilized are POSPac (Position

processing PACkage), POSGPS (POS Global Positioning System),

PROCessing), and POSEO (POS Exterior Orientation), versions 4.4.

processing were completed in multiple

A PCMCIA card reader transferred the collected aircraft raw GPS data to the main

uter transferred the raw base station data. Data was saved under the project

directory, four additional

The aircraft raw data (IMU and GPS data combined) was run through a data extractor

program. This separated the IMU and GPS data. In addition to the extracting of data, it

provided the analyst the first statistics on the overall flight. The program was POSPac

to Applanix, PosGPS data format.

Executing POSGPS program to derive accurate GPS positions for all flights:



The software utilized for the data collected was PosGPS, a

processing software package. Post processing of the data is computed from each base

station in both a forward and backward direction. This provides the analyst the ability to

Quality Check (QC) the post processing, since differen

different base stations and also with the same data from different directions.

The trajectory separation program is designed to display the time of week that the airborne

or roving antenna traveled, and compute the differe

Processed data can be compared between a forward/reverse solution from one base

station, a reverse solution from one base station and a forward solution from the second

base station, etc. This is ultimately the final Q

data for the project. This checks the data

other. If wrong ambiguities were found with one or both runs, the analyst would see

disagreements from the trajectory plot, a

agreement was determined.

Once the analyst accepts a forward and reverse processing solution, the trajectory plot is

printed and the combined solution is stored in a file format acceptable for the IMU post

processor. See Section 4 of the control report for the trajectory plot of the accepted

processing solutions.

5. When the data was accepted after quality control analysis, the separation plot is printed

and the combined solution is stored in a file format acceptable f

(i.e. POSProc).
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The software utilized for the data collected was PosGPS, a kinematic on

processing software package. Post processing of the data is computed from each base

station in both a forward and backward direction. This provides the analyst the ability to

Quality Check (QC) the post processing, since different ambiguities are determined from

different base stations and also with the same data from different directions.

The trajectory separation program is designed to display the time of week that the airborne

or roving antenna traveled, and compute the differences found between processing runs.

Processed data can be compared between a forward/reverse solution from one base

station, a reverse solution from one base station and a forward solution from the second

base station, etc. This is ultimately the final QC check for the post-processing of the GPS

data for the project. This checks the data – when two processing runs agree with each

other. If wrong ambiguities were found with one or both runs, the analyst would see

disagreements from the trajectory plot, and re-processing would continue until an

agreement was determined.

Once the analyst accepts a forward and reverse processing solution, the trajectory plot is

printed and the combined solution is stored in a file format acceptable for the IMU post

. See Section 4 of the control report for the trajectory plot of the accepted

When the data was accepted after quality control analysis, the separation plot is printed

and the combined solution is stored in a file format acceptable for the IMU post processor
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kinematic on-the-fly (OTF)

processing software package. Post processing of the data is computed from each base

station in both a forward and backward direction. This provides the analyst the ability to

t ambiguities are determined from

different base stations and also with the same data from different directions.

The trajectory separation program is designed to display the time of week that the airborne

nces found between processing runs.

Processed data can be compared between a forward/reverse solution from one base

station, a reverse solution from one base station and a forward solution from the second

processing of the GPS

when two processing runs agree with each

other. If wrong ambiguities were found with one or both runs, the analyst would see

processing would continue until an

Once the analyst accepts a forward and reverse processing solution, the trajectory plot is

printed and the combined solution is stored in a file format acceptable for the IMU post

. See Section 4 of the control report for the trajectory plot of the accepted

When the data was accepted after quality control analysis, the separation plot is printed

or the IMU post processor



6. Execute POSProc.

POSProc comprises a set of individual processing interface tools that execute and provide

the following functions:

Diagram 3 shows the organization of these tools, and is a function of the POSProc

processing components.

Integrated Inertial Navigation (

The name iin is a contraction of Integrated Inertial Navigation.

and aiding data from data files specified in a processing environment file and

computes the aided inertial navigation solution. The inertial data comes from a

strapdown IMU. iin outputs the navigation data between start and end times

data rate as specified in the environment file.

analysis of estimation error statistics and smoother data that the smoothing program

smth uses to improve the navigation solution accuracy.

iin implements a full

motion on the earth using inertial data from a strapdown IMU. The inertial navigator

Diagram 3
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POSProc comprises a set of individual processing interface tools that execute and provide

Diagram 3 shows the organization of these tools, and is a function of the POSProc

Integrated Inertial Navigation (iin) Module

is a contraction of Integrated Inertial Navigation. iin

and aiding data from data files specified in a processing environment file and

computes the aided inertial navigation solution. The inertial data comes from a

outputs the navigation data between start and end times

data rate as specified in the environment file. iin also outputs Kalman filter data for

analysis of estimation error statistics and smoother data that the smoothing program

uses to improve the navigation solution accuracy.

strapdown inertial navigator that solves Newton’s equation of

motion on the earth using inertial data from a strapdown IMU. The inertial navigator
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POSProc comprises a set of individual processing interface tools that execute and provide

Diagram 3 shows the organization of these tools, and is a function of the POSProc

iin reads inertial data

and aiding data from data files specified in a processing environment file and

computes the aided inertial navigation solution. The inertial data comes from a

outputs the navigation data between start and end times at a

also outputs Kalman filter data for

analysis of estimation error statistics and smoother data that the smoothing program

strapdown inertial navigator that solves Newton’s equation of

motion on the earth using inertial data from a strapdown IMU. The inertial navigator



implements coning and sculling compensation to handle potential problems caused

by vibration of the IMU.

Smoother Module (smth

smth is a companion processing module to

functions that run in sequence.

the navigation correction function

The smth smoother function pe

in-time blended navigation solution and Kalman filter data generated by

compute smoothed error estimates.

smoothing algorithm specifically designed for us

resulting smoothed strapdown navigator error estimates at a given time point are the

optimal estimates based on all input data before and after the given time point. In

this sense, smth makes use of all available information in the input data.

the smoothed error estimates and their RMS estimation errors to output data files.

The smth navigation correction function implements a feedforward error correction

mechanism similar to that in the

strapdown navigation errors. s

these, corrects the strapdown navigation data. The resulting navigation solution is

called a Best Estimat

vehicle trajectory with the available inertial and aiding sensor data.

The above-mentioned modules provide the analyst the following statistics to ensure

that the most optimal solution was achie

filter Measurement Residuals, Smoothed RMS Estimation Errors, and Smoothed

Sensor Errors and RMS.

The Best Estimate of Trajectory output file is the final product of the airborne GPS/IMU
processing and is used as input into the LiDAR point cloud processing.
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implements coning and sculling compensation to handle potential problems caused

by vibration of the IMU.

smth)

is a companion processing module to iin. smth is comprised of two individual

functions that run in sequence. smth first runs the smoother function

navigation correction function.

smoother function performs backwards-in-time processing of the forwards

time blended navigation solution and Kalman filter data generated by

compute smoothed error estimates. smth implements a modified Bryson

smoothing algorithm specifically designed for use with the iin Kalman filter. The

resulting smoothed strapdown navigator error estimates at a given time point are the

optimal estimates based on all input data before and after the given time point. In

makes use of all available information in the input data.

the smoothed error estimates and their RMS estimation errors to output data files.

navigation correction function implements a feedforward error correction

to that in the iin strapdown navigation solution using the smoothed

strapdown navigation errors. smth reads in the smoothed error estimates and with

these, corrects the strapdown navigation data. The resulting navigation solution is

called a Best Estimate of Trajectory (BET), and is the best obtainable estimate of

vehicle trajectory with the available inertial and aiding sensor data.

mentioned modules provide the analyst the following statistics to ensure

that the most optimal solution was achieved: a log of the iin processing, the Kalman

filter Measurement Residuals, Smoothed RMS Estimation Errors, and Smoothed

Sensor Errors and RMS.

The Best Estimate of Trajectory output file is the final product of the airborne GPS/IMU
d as input into the LiDAR point cloud processing.
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implements coning and sculling compensation to handle potential problems caused

is comprised of two individual

smoother function and then runs

time processing of the forwards-

time blended navigation solution and Kalman filter data generated by iin to

implements a modified Bryson-Frazier

Kalman filter. The

resulting smoothed strapdown navigator error estimates at a given time point are the

optimal estimates based on all input data before and after the given time point. In

makes use of all available information in the input data. smth writes

the smoothed error estimates and their RMS estimation errors to output data files.

navigation correction function implements a feedforward error correction

strapdown navigation solution using the smoothed

reads in the smoothed error estimates and with

these, corrects the strapdown navigation data. The resulting navigation solution is

e of Trajectory (BET), and is the best obtainable estimate of

vehicle trajectory with the available inertial and aiding sensor data.

mentioned modules provide the analyst the following statistics to ensure

processing, the Kalman

filter Measurement Residuals, Smoothed RMS Estimation Errors, and Smoothed

The Best Estimate of Trajectory output file is the final product of the airborne GPS/IMU
d as input into the LiDAR point cloud processing.



2.4 LiDAR Statistics

Statistics pertaining to the analysis and accuracy of the LiDAR points are as follows:

1. 1700 meters above mean terrain was the flying height.

2. 2 foot nominal ground point spacing as

3. Side to side scan width was a nominal 44 degrees

4. 223 total checkpoints spread throughout the area were used to validate the LiDAR

elevation.

5. Checkpoints were divided into 5 classes of surfaces.

6. The vertical Root Mean Square (RMS) error found from

 Hard surface = 0.50 feet

 Short grass = 0.44 feet

 Long grass = 0.49 feet

 Brush = 0.47 feet

 Forest = 0.51 feet
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Statistics pertaining to the analysis and accuracy of the LiDAR points are as follows:

1700 meters above mean terrain was the flying height.

2 foot nominal ground point spacing as tested.

Side to side scan width was a nominal 44 degrees

223 total checkpoints spread throughout the area were used to validate the LiDAR

Checkpoints were divided into 5 classes of surfaces.

The vertical Root Mean Square (RMS) error found from the 5 surface classes:

= 0.50 feet

= 0.44 feet

= 0.49 feet

= 0.47 feet

= 0.51 feet
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Statistics pertaining to the analysis and accuracy of the LiDAR points are as follows:

223 total checkpoints spread throughout the area were used to validate the LiDAR

the 5 surface classes:



3. Final Ground Coordinate List
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Ground Coordinate List
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4. Airborne GPS Processing Separation Plots
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Airborne GPS Processing Separation Plots
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Airborne GPS Processing Separation Plots



Separation Plot
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L031810A_SEP_KEHA-SIWI-Cmb_SHAN-Fwd.doc



Separation Plot
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M031810A_SEP_KEHA_SIWI_SHAN-Cmb.doc



Separation Plot
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